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The present paper considers the problem of realizing an effective targeted energy
pumping from a linear oscillator to a set of ungrounded linear resonators attached to it.
Theoretical as well as numerical results demonstrate the efficacy of using a complex
attachment as a passive absorber of broadband energy injected into the primary structure.

master response characterized by intermittency: a rather surprising result for a linear
autonomous system. Comparison with nonlinear energy sinks demonstrates that the two
systems have some analogies in this respect and that the linear complex attachment is a
very efficient energy trap.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the past three decades new methods have been invented and employed for vibrations absorption of stationary and
transient responses of many types of engineering structures. Conventional vibration absorbers designed for civil structures
are generally linear and require the addition of large masses added to the primary structure, which makes these systems of
limited interest. Moreover, they are effective over a narrow frequency range, showing poor performance in case of
broadband inputs. To mitigate some of these problems, nonlinear techniques have been extensively studied [1–16].

One such method involves the use of a weakly nonlinear vibration absorber, added to the principal structure, which can
operate under various types of external excitation [1–6]. Damping in the absorber plays a fundamental role and governs the
effective bandwidth of absorption, introducing a tradeoff between attenuation efficiency and bandwidth.

Strongly nonlinear passive absorbers [2–5] have shown to provide better performance than the corresponding linear and
weakly nonlinear devices. These include targeted energy pumping into the nonlinear absorber. Energy pumping describes
controlled and irreversible transfer of vibrational energy, from a vibrating main structure to a passive, essentially nonlinear,
attachment, where it remains trapped and dissipated. The attachment essentially acts as a nonlinear energy sink (NES); a
number of papers have shown that a proper design of the absorbing structure permits a nonlinear mode of vibration, which
leads to energy pumping [8–10]. Several studies employ NES with cubic stiffness nonlinearity [6,7,11,15] and in some, the
mass of the NES is comparable to that of the primary structure [11,15]. Strong nonlinear attachments are effective over a
wider range of frequencies than common linear and weakly nonlinear devices [12–14].
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Despite the important advantages of using NES, they are accompanied by certain drawbacks. One relates to systems
containing nonlinearities, namely the existence of additional branches of undesired periodic responses, giving rise to high-
amplitude excitations of the entire system [51]. There exist certain conditions, i.e. cubic nonlinearity with light quadratic
damping, where the vibration induced by the NES may be very high. Another drawback is that energy pumping is activated
only above a specific energy value: when the vibratory energy is below a threshold level, NES is not effective [15]. Finally, a
small mass for the NES is required for an efficient application to real structures [11,15], while in many examples the mass of
the NES is of the same order than the one of the primary.

Research on nonlinear attachments has been focused on finding methods for efficient energy pumping. It is well known
that irreversibility, in physical systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom, develops as a consequence of
nonlinearities [16,17]. Nonlinearity destroys the periodic motion in linear systems [46], thus the energy remains widely
spread among the degrees of freedom and never reorganizes itself to return to its source, giving rise to irreversibility.
However, weak nonlinearities are not as effective in producing irreversibility: this result has been empirically confirmed
[1–6], and holds in general for Hamiltonian isochronous or non-isochronous systems, as stated by Nekhoroshev's theorem
[18,19], or by the complementary and more celebrated Kolmogorov–Arnold–Moser theorem [18,20], respectively. In a
nutshell, the theorems show that the motion of a weakly nonlinear system remains very close to that of the corresponding
linearized system, without developing irreversibility.

These arguments suggest that irreversibility (i) is a result of particular strong nonlinearities and (ii) does not normally
take place in linear systems, because their modal energies are constants of motion. However, the latter notion requires
deeper investigations in light of results from a special class of linear systems [21–36,45], which exhibit irreversible energy
transfer. A prototypical example of these systems consists of a principal structure, called master, which is a one dimensional
resonator, coupled to a large number of parallel resonators, constituting the attachment. The whole system is linear but its
special architecture allows a very effective energy pumping, from the principal to the attachment, which acts as a linear
energy sink (LES). We refer to the whole system simply as master–attachment, while complex attachment (CoAt) is adopted
for the satellite structure.

The energy sharing process in master–attachment systems has been investigated in some detail [21–36], which was, in
part, inspired by the fuzzy damping concept introduced by Soize et al. [21]. The prototypical system addressed here relates
to many engineering applications with fundamental physical questions. In fact, the schematization of many engineering
architectures frequently uses the paradigm of an attachment of a population of resonators to a master system, like in any
vehicle analysis where a principal structure, like the car body, the airplane fuselage, or the hull of a ship, are coupled to a
very large number of resonating components. The high level of damping experienced in these structures cannot simply be
explained by the concept of nonlinear connections. Moreover, many interesting applications of the concept of CoAt can be
used for designing novel vibration absorbers [40].

Using a deterministic approach, it has been shown [22–25] that satellite oscillators act as a viscous damper on the master
structure, increasing considerably its effective damping. Moreover, the damping induced on the master is independent on
the energy dissipation within the attachment. Further, if the number of resonators is high, approaching infinity, even for
vanishing values of loss factor in each oscillator the satellite structure acts as a viscous damper on the master. Weaver, in a
series of investigations [26,27], generally corroborates these results, providing alternative approaches. In the case of a finite
number of resonators, the damping behavior of the attachment holds true only for early times. There exists a return time tn,
after which the energy is returned to the master and the satellite structure stops acting as a viscous damper. On this basis
the term apparent damping has been used to describe the complete energy transfer from the master to the attachment
which takes place up to the time tn. Thus, the time behavior of a finite structure is qualitatively different of the one of an
infinite structure after tn. This is consistent with the notion that in linear undamped systems energy transfer from the
master to the satellite oscillators is reversible.

A related issue concerns the definition of apparent damping compared to true dissipation. The problem was tackled by
several authors: Langley [29], Celik and Akay [30], Strasberg [24] and Maidanik [28]. Particularly, Maidanik showed linear
systems require a physical loss mechanism for the energy to be actually dissipated. If the resonators of the attachment have
zero loss, as long as their number is finite, no matter how large, the resulting damping is only apparent and no energy is
dissipated.

A generalization of the estimate of the return time tn has been provided by Carcaterra and Akay [31]. They showed that tn

can be modified with the frequency distribution within the set of oscillators, i.e. tn depends on the number of degrees of
freedom N: the higher the N the longer the tn [31–37,45]. A family of special frequency distributions was shown to be able to
trap the energy within a linear attachment very effectively [35,36].

In spite of the rich literature on the subject, there still exist a number of issues related to the use of a CoAt for targeted
energy transfer that deserve to be further investigated. The attention, in the early studies, has been mainly focused on the
early stage of the energy sharing process. However, in later stages, the motion of the master undergoes a transition, from an
almost-periodic to a random-like motion, a process that has not been completely understood. Other important issues that
arise from these arguments include whether apparent damping is actually an irreversible phenomenon.

The purpose of this paper is to provide insight into these open questions. In this work we present theoretical and
numerical evidences of energy pumping employing LES. The basic phenomenology of a CoAt is introduced in Section 2,
where a comparative study with an essentially nonlinear attachment is also provided, in Section 2.1. In Section 3,
a theoretical model describing the mechanism behind apparent damping is proposed, which predicts the existence of an
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instantaneous frequency associated with the master response characterized by intermittency. These findings are validated
numerically, using empirical mode decomposition and normalized Hilbert transform, which provide the empirical evidence
of the intermittent frequency. Section 4 contains concluding remarks.
2. Basic phenomenology of linear energy sink

The prototype linear system representing a one-dimensional oscillator coupled to a set of parallel oscillators is depicted
in Fig. 1. The complex attachment is characterized by a large number of resonators, typically more than 100; the word
complex is used to underscore the collective behavior of a large number of independent resonators within the satellite. The
total mass of the attachment is a small fraction that the master, typically 1/10.

Results show that as the primary structure is excited, the injected energy Etot flows quickly to the CoAt where nearly all
the energy remains stored up to time tn [26,31]. After tn most of the energy returns to the master. This phenomenon is called
the apparent damping because, although energy dissipation is not involved in this conservative system, the master reacts as
a damped resonator up to tn. Typical time history of the master displacement is shown in Fig. 2.

Observing the phenomena in the long time range (tno to30tn), different energy sharing processes are displayed
in Fig. 3: (i) at early stage in this period energy is periodically transferred to and from the primary, (ii) peak values of
the energy progressively decrease and (iii) the periodicity of the energy transfer gradually vanishes, (iv) the motion
of the master approaches a random noise about a mean value and (v) nearly all the energy remains trapped within
the CoAt.

The energy exchange of the prototypical system described here is substantially independent of the intrinsic damping
[22–26], i.e. of any actual dissipation mechanism, as long as it is very low. When a small amount of dissipation is included,
differences between responses of conservative and dissipative master–attachment systems become appreciable only in long
times, when the energy of the damped system tends to zero. For a qualitative study of the phenomenon dissipation is not
taken into account: in this case, these systems belong to a class of Hamiltonian systems [43,44,46–49].
Fig. 1. Prototype of master–attachment system.
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Fig. 2. Displacement of the master versus time, for an impulsive excitation of the master with Etot¼0.5 J.
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The free vibrations of a master–attachment system with N degrees of freedom are described by the equations:

m€xjðtÞþkjðxjðtÞ�xNðtÞÞ ¼ 0 j¼ 1;2;…; N�1

M €xNðtÞþkNxNðtÞþ ∑
N�1

j ¼ 1
kjðxNðtÞ�xjðtÞÞ ¼ 0

8>><
>>: (1)

where the index N is for the master and 1, 2,…, N�1 for the oscillators of the attachment; m is the uniform mass of each
oscillator of the attachment, kj, M, kN, and xj(t) are the stiffness of each oscillator of the attachment, the mass and the
stiffness of the master and the displacement of the j-th oscillator, respectively.

The apparent damping effect develops only when the master frequency ωM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kN=M

p
belongs to the frequency interval

B¼ ½ω01;ω0N�1� described by the uncoupled frequencies of the oscillators within the attachment, i.e. ω0i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ki=m

p
. When the

master frequency lies outside B, the satellite acts roughly as a one dimensional, linear, resonator and is not able to efficiently
trap the energy.

From Eq. (1), choosing as initial conditions an impulse of velocity V0 acting on the master, i.e. xð0Þ ¼ 0,
_xð0Þ ¼ ð0;…;0;V0ÞT , using modal analysis, the displacement and the velocity of each resonator can be expressed as

xiðtÞ ¼ ∑
N

j ¼ 1
ω�1
j Uij

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ej

q
sin ðωjtÞ

_xiðtÞ ¼ ∑
N

j ¼ 1
Uij

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ej

q
cos ðωjtÞ (2)

where ωj, Uij and Ej are the eigenvalues the eigenvectors and the modal energies of the system, respectively

Ej ¼MEtotU
2
Nj

with Etot ¼MV2
0=2. From Eq. (2), the displacement of the primary structure is rewritten as follows:

xNðtÞ ¼ ∑
N

j ¼ 1
aj sin ðωjtÞ (3)

where aj ¼ V0Ej=ðωjEtotÞ.
The energy of the master is defined as

ENðtÞ ¼ 0:5Mð_x2NðtÞþω2
Mx

2
NðtÞÞ (4)

The energy ratios ENðtÞ=Etot and EattachðtÞ ¼ ð1�ENðtÞ=EtotÞ are used as indicators of the energy distribution among the
resonators, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4), the energy of the master becomes

ENðtÞ ¼ ∑
N

j ¼ 1
∑
N

q ¼ 1

EjEq
Etot

cos φjðtÞ cos φqðtÞþ
ω2
M

ωjωq
sin φjðtÞ sin φqðtÞ

� �
(5)
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where φjðtÞ ¼ ωjt is the phase-angle. Under the hypothesis that the bandwidth B is small enough, such that
ω2
M=ωjωq � 1; 8 j; q, the nondimensional energy becomes

εðtÞ � ½εN �þ∑jaqεjεq cos ðωj�ωqÞt (6)

where εj ¼ Ej=Etot is the normalized modal energy. It is possible to show [36] that

εN½ � ¼ lim
t-1

1
T

Z T

0

ENðtÞ
Etot

dt � 1
N

(7)

As shown in Fig. 3, the energy peaks are progressively less energetic and, after an initial transient, they remain close to
the mean value (7), which can be made negligibly small by simply increasing the number of resonators. The complexity of
the satellite plays a fundamental role in producing effective energy storage within the attachment: through a
proper selection of N it is possible to select the residual energy that remains with the master, while keeping the mass of
the satellite unchanged.

Fig. 3 also shows the energy fluxes between the primary and the CoAt, equipped with equispaced frequencies, i.e.
ω0i ¼ i2ωM=ðN�1Þ within the bandwidth B¼ ½ωM=ðN�1Þ;2ωM �, which we refer as linear distribution, for an impulsive excitation
of the master, where _xNð0Þ ¼ 1 m=s, and with the following parameters N¼300, M¼1 kg, ε¼mðN�1Þ=M¼ 0:1 which is the
mass ratio, ωM ¼ 1 rad=s. It appears more than 85 percent of the energy remain stored within the satellite structure.

2.1. Comparison of linear and nonlinear attachments

To check the effectiveness of the CoAt, the previous results are compared with that of a linear oscillator coupled to a NES
[15]. The system consists of a linear oscillator, of mass m1 and stiffness k1, coupled through an essentially nonlinear stiffness
k2 to a mass m2, the equations of motion are

€x1þω2
1x1þλ1 _x1 þλ2ð_x1� _x2Þþω2

2ðx1�x2Þ3 ¼ 0

ε€x2�λ2ð_x1� _x2Þ�ω2
2ðx1�x2Þ3 ¼ 0

8<
: (8)

where ω1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1=m1

p
, ω2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2=m1

p
, ε¼m2=m1, λ1 ¼ c1=m1, λ2 ¼ c2=m1, with c1 and c2 the damping coefficient. As a first

example, Fig. 4 shows the exchanges of energy after the impulsive excitation of the undamped linear oscillator, with the
following parameters: _x1ð0Þ ¼ 1m=s, ε¼ 0:1, and ω1 ¼ ω2 ¼ 1 rad=s. In this case the energy is periodically transferred back
and forth from the primary oscillator. This result is not surprising, since Lee et al. [15] demonstrated that a nonlinear beat
phenomenon takes place between the linear oscillator and the NES. As a second example, the same system is studied with
light damping, λ1 ¼ λ2 ¼ 0:0015. Fig. 5 shows how the undamped response of the master decays much faster than the one of
the damped linear oscillator with the NES.

These simple but significant examples enlighten the key role played by (i) the special architecture and (ii) the complexity
of the system in producing an effective energy pumping. Eq. (7), which is indeed the fruit of the way the CoAt is connected
to the master, shows that the more complex the system is, the faster the loss of coherence among the modal components,
the smaller the mean value and the variance of the energy are. The nonlinearity alone does not provide better results than
those provided by a properly designed CoAt. Indeed, Nekhoroshev's or KAM theorems explain that the motion of a weakly
nonlinear system remains very close to the one of the linearized system so, if the system has a few degrees of freedom, its
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Fig. 4. Percentage of the instantaneous energy in the linear oscillator and the NES.
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almost periodic motion is driven by a few, detectable, frequencies. The vast existing literature on energy pumping [1–16]
relies on the adoption of strong nonlinear connections between the master and the satellite, considering architectures with
a few degrees of freedom only. As a result, energy pumping activates only above a specific energy threshold, a proper level of
damping is required and/or the attached satellite has to have a large mass.

In this context, the multi-degrees of freedom NES studied in [52] needs a mention. The considered system is a two
degrees of freedom (dof) linear primary oscillator connected through a weak linear stiffness to a 3-dof nonlinear attachment
possessing essential stiffness nonlinearities. One of the main results of this architecture is the ability of the multi-dof NES to
trap a relevant part of the injected energy for low values of the applied impulse: a goal that cannot be achieved employing a
single-dof NES [10]. However, the use of the CoAt presents some advantages over the multi-dof NES: (i) it provides a faster
energy transfer and (ii) while the whole mass of the CoAt is a small fraction that of the master, the total mass of the multi-
dof NES is 3 times the one of the primary. On the other hand, the positive element of the NES is that, in general, it requires a
smaller number of degrees of freedom.

3. Energy pumping in linear systems with a complex attachment

3.1. Master response decomposition

Eq. (7) only provides information regarding the average motion and does not prevent localized (in time) energy returns
to the master, which are caused by constructive interference among the modal components in Eqs. (3) and (6). In order to
get insight into the energy sharing process, interaction of modal component over time is developed next.

For a system equipped with a linear frequency distribution within the attachment, the spectrum of the coefficients aj and
of the modal energies Ej are nearly symmetric with respect to the mode index j0 [35], slightly smaller than N/2, as depicted
in Fig. 6 for N¼300 and j0 ¼ 144.

Then

aj0 þ j � aj0 � jþ1; j¼ 1;2; ::j0 (9)

and Eq. (3) is rearranged as follows:

xNðtÞ ¼ ∑
j0

j� ¼ 1
aj� sin ðωj� tÞþ ∑

2j0

jþ ¼ j0 þ1
ajþ sin ðωjþ tÞ

" #
þ ∑

N

j ¼ 2j0 þ1
aj sin ðωjtÞ

using Eq. (9), the previous equation can be approximated as

xNðtÞ � ∑
j0

j� ¼ 1
aj� ð sin ðωj� tÞþ sin ðωjþ tÞÞ

" #
þ ∑

N

j ¼ 2j0 þ1
aj sin ðωjtÞ

then, the prosthaphaeresis formulas lead to

xNðtÞ � ∑
j0

j ¼ 1
2cj cos

ωjþ �ωj�

2
t

� �
sin

ωjþ þωj�

2
t

� �" #
þ ∑

N

j ¼ 2j0 þ1
aj sin ðωjtÞ

where cj ¼ aj0 � jþ1, j� ¼ j0� jþ1; j� A ½1; j0� and jþ ¼ j0þ j; jþ A ½j0þ1;2j0�. Considering ðωjþ þωj� Þ=2� ωM and ∑j ¼
2j0þ1Naj sin ðωjtÞ � aHF sin ðωHFtÞ, with aHF ¼∑N

j ¼ 2j0 þ1aj and ωHF ¼∑N
j ¼ 2j0 þ1ωj=ðN�2j0Þ � 2ωM , and setting
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Δωj ¼ ðωjþ �ωj� Þ=2, Eq. (3) is approximated as the sum of two terms:

xNðtÞ � xbeatðtÞþxHFðtÞ (10)

where
�

P
S

xbeatðtÞ ¼∑j0
j ¼ 12cj cos ðΔωjtÞ sin ðωMtÞ is the sum of the beat components, that has the same carrier wave sin ðωMtÞ while

modulated by different envelopes 2cj cos ðΔωjtÞ;
�
 xHFðtÞ ¼ aHF sin ð2ωMtÞ is a low energy–high-frequency wave that vibrates at twice the master frequency.

Hilbert transform of Eq. (10) allows evaluation of the analytic signal and the instantaneous amplitude and phase, yielding

x̂NðtÞ ¼HðtÞðAðtÞeiωMtþaHFei2ωMtÞ (11)

where the modulation theorem [39] has been used, HðtÞ is the Heaviside step function, i the imaginary unit, and

AðtÞ ¼ ∑
j0

j ¼ 1
2cj cos ðΔωjtÞ (12)

is the envelope of xbeat(t). Expressing Eq. (11) in the polar form:

x̂NðtÞ ¼ XðtÞeiφðtÞt (13)

where

XðtÞ ¼HðtÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2ðtÞþa2HFþ2AðtÞaHF cos ðωMtÞ

q
φðtÞ ¼ AðtÞ sin ðωMtÞþaHF sin ð2ωMtÞ

AðtÞ cos ðωMtÞþaHF cos ð2ωMtÞ
(14)

together form the canonical pair associated with x̂NðtÞ. The instantaneous frequency is defined as the time derivative of the
phase function φ(t):

ωðtÞ ¼ X�2ðtÞðA2ðtÞωMþa2HF2ωM�aHF _AðtÞ sin ðωMtÞþ3AðtÞaHFωM cos ðωMtÞÞ (15)

where _AðtÞ is dAðtÞ=dt. Eqs. (10), (11), (14), and (15) suggest that
i.
 as the interference between the beats is constructive AðtÞ44aHF thus XðtÞ �HðtÞAðtÞ and ωðtÞ �ωM: the frequency of
motion of the primary is not influenced by the satellite structure, while its amplitude is controlled by the envelope of
xbeat(t);
ii.
 when the interference among the beats is destructive, AðtÞ � 0, thus XðtÞ �HðtÞaHF and ωðtÞ � 2ωM: the frequency of
motion of the master is twice its uncoupled frequency, its vibrations are controlled by the low energy, high-frequency,
modal components; and
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iii.
 if AðtÞ undergoes a rapid variation, the term controlled by _AðtÞ introduces a frequency modulation around the carrier
frequency.

It appears that the envelope of xbeat(t) has a fundamental role on the dynamics of the energy pumping. The time
evolution of A(t) is indeed analysed in the next section.

3.2. Frequency intermittency effects

It can be shown that the eigenfrequencies of the coupled system nearly coincide with the corresponding uncoupled
frequencies [26]. Thus for a linear frequency distribution within the attachment, the uncoupled frequencies of the satellite
structure are ω0i ¼ i2ωM=ðN�1Þ, i¼ 1;2;…; N�1, and the eigenfrequencies are approximated as follows:

ωs � s2ωM=N; s¼ 1;2;…; N (16)

Using Eq. (16) with Eq. (12), Δωj becomes:

Δωj ¼ 0:5ðωjþ �ωj� Þ � ð2j�1ÞωM=N; j¼ 1;2;…; j0 (17)

The frequencies in Eq. (12) are roughly odd multiples of the fundamental frequency Ω¼Δω1 � ωM=N. Through Eq. (17),
Eq. (12) becomes a summation of harmonic functions:

AðtÞ � ∑
j0

s ¼ 1
2cs cos ðsoddΩtÞ (18)

with sodd ¼ 2s�1. Since cs=cs�1 � α-cs � αs�1c1, with αo1, and using Euler's formula Eq. (18) is

AðtÞ � ∑
j0

s ¼ 1
csðeið2s�1ÞΩtþe� ið2s�1ÞΩtÞ

and then

AðtÞ � c1
α

e� iΩt ∑
j0

s ¼ 0
ðαei2ΩtÞs�1

 !
þeiΩt ∑

j0

s ¼ 0
ðαe� i2ΩtÞs�1

 !" #
(19)

Both summations are geometric series, thus

AðtÞ �Δa cos ðΩtÞ=ð1� cos ð2ΩtÞÞ (20)

where Δa¼ aj0 �aj0 �1 is the amplitude difference between the two most energetic modes. Each summation in Eq. (19) is
reminiscent of a Dirichlet kernel, a periodic and rapidly changing function that gives Eq. (20) the following properties:
�

P
S

A(t) is approximated by a periodic function of period Tbeat ¼ π=Ω;

�
 the approximated expression of A(t) has a sharp decay around the extrema located at 0; Tbeat; 2Tbeat;…, and decays as

1=ð2ΩtÞ2.

In light of the previous results, the instantaneous frequency of the primary is expected to display intermittency betweenϖM and
2ϖM. Eq. (20) shows that the beat components have constructive interference in the neighborhoods of 0; Tbeat; 2Tbeat;…, thus
AðtÞ44aHF and Eq. (15) is dominated by ϖM. Outside these neighborhoods, the beat components have destructive interference
and AðtÞ � 0, and Eq. (15) is then controlled by the high frequency component 2ϖM. It is worth underlining that the frequency
jump, from ϖM to 2ϖM, of the primary structure, is quite surprising, particularly considering the entire system is linear and
autonomous. In fact, for a linear system the linear attachment does not act with only a purely damping effect [31], but produces
frequency switching as shown, similar to frequency jumps observed when using a nonlinear attachment [15].

3.3. Numerical experiments and discussion

The findings of the previous section are here validated using empirical mode decomposition and normalized Hilbert
transform, which provide the empirical evidence of the existence of intermittent frequency.

Fig. 7 shows the envelope defined by Eq. (12), observations about the accuracy of Eq. (20) follow:
�
 Eq. (20) provides qualitative information at the early stage of motion, since A(t) has sharp peaks in the neighborhood of
0; Tbeat; 2Tbeat;…, while it approaches zero outside these neighborhoods;
�
 with increasing time, Eq. (20) becomes less accurate, since the extrema of A(t) become less sharp, while more and more
ripples precede each extremum, as a consequence the time intervals where AðtÞ � 0 progressively reduce to zero.

The inadequacy of Eq. (20) to estimate A(t) for long times is a consequence of the harmonic approximation (17). More precisely,
the small errors committed in Eq. (17), involving the eigenfrequencies, are negligible at early stage, but progressively destroy the
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strict periodicity of motion predicted by Eq. (20). This suggests that a transition in the nature of motion is taking place: a more
accurate model is necessary to describe the interaction of the modal components after the early stage of motion.

To verify the existence of an intermittent frequency and more generally to get insightful information concerning the energy
sharing process, the transient response of the master is processed with the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [38,42] and the
normalized Hilbert transform (NHT) [41]. EMD is a well established method that can be used to decompose a signal in terms of
monocomponent functions called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), which can be thought as intrinsic oscillatory modes imbedded in
the data. NHT is an empirical technique designed to separate the AM and FM parts of each IMF. It allows evaluating the
instantaneous frequency (IF) of the IMF without the use of the Hilbert transform (HT), since, as pointed out in [41], direct application
of the HT is often problematic and may produce meaningless results. After the master response has been processed via EMD, only
two IMFs are generated and since the energy of the second IMF is much smaller than the first one (roughly 1/100), only the first IMF
is considered. This result confirms the assumption made in Section 3.1, where the master response was assumed monocomponent.

Fig. 8 shows the first IMF, its instantaneous amplitude and frequency obtained with NHT. Numerical results are in good
agreement with predictions made by Eqs. (15) and (20):
�

P
S

there exists an initial transient where the master has a damped response and the envelope has a sharp decay, followed
by a stationary state where its value is approximately zero until t � Tbeat when the envelope regains a sharp crest and
most of the energy is returned to the master;
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�

Fi

P
S

the instantaneous frequency is initially equal to ωM , due to the rapid variation of the envelope, the term controlled by _AðtÞ
introduces a frequency modulation and causes higher and higher fluctuations around the carrier frequency ϖM, as
described by the sinusoidal term in Eq. (15) and as discussed in [38];
�
 there is a frequency jump from ϖM to 2ϖM as the instantaneous amplitude reaches the trigger value at t=Tbeat � 0:18.
Fig. 9 shows a close-up of the master response during the time interval t=Tbeat ¼ ½0:15;0:3�: the frequency doubling
is clear;
�
 corresponding to the sharp rise of the envelope, at t=Tbeat � 0:95, a backward frequency jump, from 2ϖM to ϖM,
takes place.
It is worth mentioning that the third subplot in Fig. 8 is qualitatively similar to the instantaneous frequency obtained by
Starosvetsky and Gendelman [50] with the Hilbert vibration decomposition, studying the dynamics of 2dof linear subsystem
with close frequencies attached with a NES.

Fig. 10 shows a frequency–energy plot of EN(IF(t)), within the time interval t/Tbeat¼[0,0.97]; at t/Tbeat¼0.97 the energy
returned to the master has a maximum. The graph is in the form of a loop, sketched in dashed line in figure:
�
 there exists an initial transient where the primary is in resonance with the most energetic resonators, during this phase
the energy is almost monotonically transferred from the master to the satellite structure. The frequency of motion is
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roughly equal to ϖM and the satellite acts as a damper. The numerical IF is slightly smaller than ϖM because, as pointed
out in Section 3.1, j0 is slightly smaller than N/2 then 0:5ðωjþ þωj� ÞoωM;
�
 as nearly the entire energy is transferred to the satellite, the IF experiences a sudden jump, from ϖM to 2ϖM. The primary
and the most energetic resonators remain energetically decoupled and, as a consequence, the energy is trapped within
the satellite structure. The master is now in resonance with a few, low energy, high-frequency resonators, and exchanges
energy with them in a reversible manner;
�
 as the master energy reaches the trigger value, roughly 10�4 J, a backward jump takes place, which brings the IF back to
ϖM; during this phase most of the energy is rapidly returned to the master;
�
 the end point of the loop does not coincide with the starting point, showing there is a part of the energy which remains
irreversibly trapped in the satellite structure.

The IMF and the IF of the master response for t4Tbeat are plotted in Fig. 11. The figure highlights the existence of a
mesoscale process where the time response of the master changes from a nearly periodic, where most of the energy is
periodically transferred to and from the master with period Tbeat, to a stationary state, where most of the energy is
permanently stored into the satellite structure. During this mesoscale process two different alternating, or intermittent,
phases are identified, corroborating the prediction made in Section 3.1:
i.
 one governs the energy transfer to and from the master and is characterized by an IF roughly equal to ϖM;

ii.
 the other one is characterized by IF� 2ωM , the primary and the most energetic resonators are energetically decoupled

and the energy is reversibly exchanged between the master and a few resonators at high frequency.

iii.
 The time durations of these alternating phases change with time. Indicating with ΔtωM and Δt2ωM the nondimensional

time durations, normalized with Tbeat, at the beginning Δt2ωM cΔtωM , as the time spends Δt2ωM-0 and ΔtωM-1.

iv.
 The mesoscale duration Tmes is assumed to be the time when Δt2ωM becomes zero: for t4Tmes no more intermittency is

observed and the IF oscillates around the uncoupled frequency of the master.

The sharp peaks in the IF plot, observed after Δt2ωM ¼ 0, are errors near the neighborhood of minimum amplitude
locations, that arise due to the violation of the Bedrosian theorem [39,41].

The points (i)–(iv) are strictly related to the time evolution of the envelope A(t), previously discussed and highlighted in
Fig. 7. It may be suspiring that for t4Tmes no energy return is observed, even if the master remains in resonance with the
most energetic resonators. The energy is reversibly exchanged, but its amplitude remains relatively small, close to the mean
value [EN]. An intuitive explanation for that can be found by considering the master velocity or energy expressions, Eqs. (3)
and (5). For t40, the coherence among the modal components is progressively lost and each one contributes to the master
energy with a fraction of its modal energy: a vast energy return is possible only if the initial coherence is regained. The
numerical experiments have yielded two characteristic time scales: (i) for toTmes the coherence among the modal
components is regained roughly at each Tbeat period, thus the master response has a clear almost periodic evolution, and (ii)
for t4Tmes the phases of the modal components are uncorrelated. It follows that the resultant force applied from the
satellite has a small amplitude, even if the energy is almost completely stored into the CoAt, thus the motion of the master is
roughly harmonic with frequency ϖM and small amplitude.
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Finally, we examine the net force F(t) exerted from the satellite to the master. Eq. (1) is rearranged as follows:

€xNðtÞþ ω2
Mþα ∑

N�1

j ¼ 1
ω2
0j

 !
xNðtÞ ¼ α ∑

N�1

j ¼ 1
ω2
0jxjðtÞ

where α¼m=M, thus

FðtÞ ¼ α ∑
N�1

j ¼ 1
ω2
0jxjðtÞ

When EMD is applied to F(t), only one significant IMF is generated and the instantaneous amplitude and frequency are
obtained with the NHT, plotted in Fig. 12 for t¼[0,18Tbeat]. The time histories related to F(t) are qualitatively similar to the
ones of xN(t), only the forward frequency jumps, from ϖM to 2ϖM, are slightly anticipated for F(t); thus xN(t) remains longer
and longer in resonance with F(t), being the corresponding instantaneous amplitudes and frequencies strictly correlated. It
arises one of the main advantages of using a LES, which allows keeping the amplitude of the force exchanged with the
primary very small even if most of the energy is efficiently targeted into the CoAt.
4. Conclusions

This paper reports the realization of an effective targeted energy pumping from a linear oscillator to a set of linear
oscillators, coupled to it in parallel. The existence of a multiphase process where the instantaneous frequency, associated to
the master response, is characterized by intermittency and assumes alternating values between ϖM and 2ϖM, has been
unveiled. An intermittent frequency in a linear autonomous system is rather unexpected and, to the authors' knowledge, has
never been reported before.

The results demonstrate the efficacy of using a CoAt as passive absorbers of broadband energy injected into the primary
structure. Comparative studies, with nonlinear energy sinks, have shown this special architecture allows trapping the
energy in a very efficient way. The proposed device represents indeed a novelty in the field of energy pumping, up now
focused on nonlinear attachments only.

The paper also explains the mechanism behind the apparent damping phenomenon, unveiling the existence of a
mesoscale, where the master response changes from almost periodic, where most of the energy is periodically transferred to
and from the master with a dominant period Tbeat¼πN/ϖM, to a random noise motion, where the energy of the master
remains very small, close to the mean value Etot/N.
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